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SEASON’S GREETINGS!
As we approach the Festive Season, it is pleasing to be able to
report that since the last newsletter our exam results look even
better than they did before. Remarks by the exam boards have
pushed up our grades, especially
at the top end. Given that the
students have to get their exams
right first time, isn’t it a shame
that the exam boards can’t do the
same thing!
Christmas is a time for celebration and we have been doing our
bit by celebrating all those young
people who have gained Colours
for Sports, Art, Drama and Music.

Whilst it is quite easy to identify
people who do well in exams, we
do try to recognise and reward
those who make excellent contributions elsewhere, including our
international sports people and
our best public performers. We
will, of course, be having our own
Christmas celebrations at the annual Carol Service at St George’s
Church on Tuesday, 15th December. Judging by the noise emanating from the Hall on Monday
lunchtimes as Year 7 practise
their carols, they are getting

there—slowly!
On a lighter note, we have also
put on our first pantomime for a
very long time, reviews for which
you can read on page 9.
The Festive Season is also a time
to be very careful, especially on
the roads, which is why during
this term 6th formers have seen
the very hard hitting ‘Licence to
Kill’ production which highlights
the dangers, amongst other
things, of drinking and driving.
Whilst teenagers are renowned
for driving too quickly, of equal
importance for our students’
safety is the manner in which
they cross Rochester Road at the
beginning and end of school. It is
a very busy road and we would
ask parents to reiterate to them
the importance of using the pedestrian crossing rather than
cutting across the road in other
places. As a School, we have tried
to share with parents an insight
into the working of the teenage
brain by inviting Dr Rosemary
Taylor, to talk to students and
parents on 19th and 20th November. Although not a source of all
the answers, our feedback has
been that parents, especially,
found it an enlightening experience.
The popularity of programmes
such as CSI have spawned a real
interest in forensics. It was therefore an interesting experience for
some of our Year 8 students to

travel to Canterbury Christ
Church University to take part in
specialist workshops on a variety
of investigative techniques.
As always, our students have
been willing to share their own
good fortune with others with a
non-uniform day in November for
Movember (a charity devoted to
issues around men’s health) and
this month the School community
will be donning their Christmas
jumpers in aid of a children’s hospice.

As usual,
Year
7
were set
the task of
designing
the
GGS
Christmas
card and
this year’s
designs
were innovative, diverse and amusing. This
year’s winning design was based
on an idea submitted by Max Owen 7D.
This just leaves me to wish all our
students and their families a happy and safe festive season.
GSW
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STAFF NEWS

HEAD STUDENT REPORT

We say goodbye, thank you and good
luck to Mrs Cork, who is pursuing other
interests, and to Miss Smith, who is moving to another school for promotion.

Another busy and eventful term has seen
time fly by and as we approach the end of
the 2nd term, this is the perfect opportunity
to reflect on everything that has occurred.

Welcome back to Mrs Warner and Mrs
Sutton from maternity leave.
This
means we have said goodbye to Mrs
Maddocks, who covered Mrs Sutton’s
maternity leave.
We also welcome back Mrs Burton
(formerly Miss Charlton) to the History
department after a gap of several years.

Welcome to Mrs Chatterjee, who has
joined the Science department.
CONGRATULATIONS TO Mr
Townsend and his wife on
the birth of their son in November.

YEAR 10 VACCINATIONS
Year 10 DTP/Men
ACWY vaccinations
will be taking place
on 22nd and 23rd
February 2016.

This year marked the 96th year since Armistice Day and the 11th November is a day of
mixed emotions for many. I was honoured to
be invited to The Windmill Hill Memorial
Gardens Service as well as the service held
at Woodville Halls on the 11th November and must extend my gratitude to all
those involved for allowing me the opportunity to attend such an significant event.
Ben Slade was kind enough to accompany
myself on both days, and with his Grandfather being a former member of the Army
serving in Northern Ireland as well as being
stationed in Germany for a few years, this
was a day of personal importance to him.
We were warmly greeted by the Mayor of
Gravesham who also attended the event and
we were fortunate enough to spend some
time with him. The poem I had the privilege
of reading was “Destiny” by Jacqueline Black
and I feel the poem seamlessly captured
what the day was about; honouring those
who gave their lives, but also understanding
the values and beliefs they fought and died
for.

vies, Mr Annable along with Mr Singh and
Mitchell Taylor and Aoife Joseph as Stage
Manager and Deputy Stage Manager respectively, all showing great commitment and
determination, enabling the production to
be a huge achievement. What always stands
out about the production is how it creates a
professional but enjoyable environment for
students from Year 7 all the way through to
the 6th form to not only work together in but
make new friends with those who share the
same passion for the art of acting and singing.
With the charity competition underway, the
Head Student Team are now in the process
of appointing new prefects. The prefects are
vital to the school - they allow our senior
students to act as mentors for the younger
years, and the prefects also show great devotion, showing up at the events the school
hosts over the year, and working hard to
ensure the high standards of GGS are maintained.

The dedication of Mr Dunne and Mr Annable
has not gone unnoticed and the forthcoming
Carol Service is sure to be a fantastic evening
for all. With Christmas around the corner, I
know the students will not allow the excitement to waiver their focus, but wish everyMore recently the school has yet again host- one a safe and enjoyable Christmas break.
ed another successful school production Govindrai Cheema
this time: “Aladdin”. It was a pleasure seeing
Head Student
the hard work of all the students and teachers involved finally pay off, namely Mrs Da-

TRUST AND GOVERNANCE NEWS
Since my last report in October, the following The next meeting of the Committee is due to
meetings of the Gravesend Grammar School be held on 8th March 2016.
Academies Trust (GGSAT) have taken place:
Audit Committee
Finance Committee
The Audit Committee met on 3rd December
rd
The Finance Committee met on 23 Novem- 2015 when Directors agreed revised terms of
ber
reference and membership of the Committee. They also recommended the appointThe Committee considered in detail the con- ment of external auditors for the 2016-17
tent of the Trust’s Annual Report and Acfinancial year for approval by the GGSAT
counts and recommended it for approval by
Board of Directors.
the Board of Directors at its meeting in December.
GGSAT Board of Directors
The Trust Board met on 3rd December 2015.
Directors also considered, and recommended
for adoption by the Board of Directors, a
Directors welcomed Ms Sally Banks (co-opted
revised version of the Manual of Financial
Director) and Mrs Anne Robinson (recently
Procedures and Regulations which now incor- elected Chair of Gravesend Grammar School
porates Trust-wide procedures.
Local Governing Body) to their first meeting.
The Committee also noted the outturn reports for the financial year 2014-15 for
Gravesend Grammar School, Whitehill Primary School and GGSAT Central Services.
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Directors received routine reports from the
Executive Head, the Acting Headteacher at
Whitehill Primary School and the Local Governing Bodies. They noted a report from the

Finance Committee on various matters and
considered, and adopted, a revised Manual of
Financial Procedures and Regulations applying to the systems of financial control for the
Gravesend Grammar School Academies. In
addition, the Directors agreed and adopted
Admission arrangements for GGS for entry in
September 2017.
Directors also considered and adopted the
Trust’s Annual Report and Accounts which
were reported to the GGSAT Annual General
Meeting which was held immediately after
the Board meeting.
The next Board meeting is due to be held on
23rd March 2016.
Wishing you all a Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year.
Janet Carmody
Clerk & Company Secretary
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Careers News
Applications to University
are progressing well and
many students have already received offers
including those from the top universities. For
those students still finalising their choices,
the end is in sight! The variety of courses
applied for is as great as ever and I have enjoyed reading the personal statements and
hearing of the diverse sources of inspiration
and experience that lead our Year 13s on to
their future career paths.
For Year 11, Chances &
Choices evenings have
most likely raised many
questions about how to
discover your perfect Alevel subject combination. Don’t forget to use
the resources available
in the Careers area of

the Cloud to help you and to browse the wide
range of books in the Careers Library (by
Room 301) for inspiration. Higher Ideas, for
example, will help you research where different combinations of subjects can lead to. You
may also be still searching out the ideal work
experience placement. If you are struggling
because you don’t know what area of work
you may find interesting, perhaps use Kudos,
the Careers matching software on the
cloud, to help generate some ideas.
This term, Year 12 have all been attending
Career information sessions in small groups
with our independent careers advisers from
CXK. These sessions introduce all the options
available to them after 6th form and are designed to get them thinking about researching university ideas or apprenticeships at an
early stage, to make sure they are on track.

During my studies
into art and illustration of the 1960s I
visited the Charles
Keeping gallery in
Bromley. One of
the things I found
interesting about
this amazing gallery was the fact
that it was set up
in the actual
house he lived in for many years of his life.
Although he and his wife are no longer alive,
his offspring are still living in the house which
I found very interesting as they would have to
work out a schedule around groups of people

looking around the gallery.
It was really interesting to see the original
artworks which have been printed in many
books around the world. When you see the
actual original artworks in person, you get a
real feel for the atmosphere that they create
and how they are made, as you can see all
the different kinds of strokes construction
lines and the real range of media that he
used. It was also extremely interesting seeing
his wife, Renate Keeping’s work too; that was
a type of autobiography documenting hers
and Keeping’s lives all made from mainly
from fabrics and stitching that were relevant
to the memory that the piece represented.
All in all it was a great experience to see
where he lived and worked as well as being

Art contextual studies visit – year 12

To describe Charles Keeping’s work in a few
words— macabre; gruesome and fixated on
death. He illustrated stories such as ‘The
Highwayman’, ‘The Wedding Ghost ‘and
‘Beowolf’, which are all known to be grisly
and spooky tales.
My personal favourite illustrations of his
were the ones created for the poem ‘The
Highwayman’. I most appreciate the technique in which he uses the ink to draw the
bodies; scribbled violently as if to represent
the struggle the person put up before their
end.
Overall I really enjoyed the Keeping Gallery. I
found the experience of actually going into
their house to be almost nostalgic somehow.
It made the day better and atmospheric to be
surrounded by Renata and Charles’ work
within their own environment and workplace.
Renate’s work looked at her fears and desires. Charles’ work reflected the dark stories

On 1st October 2015 we (our art class) visited
the Keeping Gallery in Bromley. It was the
home of Charles and Renate Keeping who
were both very influential artists in their
time, with Charles becoming one of the most
famous illustrators in Britain.
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There will be a Higher Education Evening for
Year 12 and their parents in January followed
by a Post 18 options evening in March so that
everyone is well prepared for the choices
they need to make
early in Year 13.
As always, any feedback or suggestions
regarding the careers events for pupils and
parents are always welcome. Please contact
me using the email address below.
Jenny Douse
Careers

(dousej@gravesendgrammar.eu )

able to see a lot of the
original artworks that
were printed into so
many books and published
round
the
world.

Marc Whitmore

12UC3

of which he illustrated. Both were equally
talented artists who looked in depth at detail
within their art; whether this artwork involved ink, paint or textiles.
Belinda Livett 12UH1
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YPRES—WE WILL REMEMBER THEM
On 6th November 2015, a group of more
than one hundred GGS students took
part in a day trip to France and Belgium
to visit key sites from WW1 as well as
poignant cemeteries, housing the thousands upon thousands of soldiers who
were killed during the combat.

was devoured on the way home! Again
we clambered back into the bus and
headed to our final destination: the
Passchendaele Memorial.
When we arrived we immediately got a
sense of how important and unique
Tynecot is. It is about 10 times bigger
than the first cemetery we stopped at
and takes up a much larger area; however it follows the same commonwealth
trend of having all the tombstones identical. The most poignant thing that we
found out though, whilst we were there,

We began early, probably very grumpy,
on a journey which suffered delays
through the Tunnel.
Once we managed to actually reach
France, we powered on to Belgium and
reached our first stop: the place where
the Belgians held back a much bigger
German force until reinforcements could
arrive. The Belgians succeeded but at a
cost of thousands of men. Here, we
were able to see the actual distance between the front lines of each side and it
was shocking to see how little distance
there was between the two, only a small
canal separated each embankment.

cemeteries, such as the one we visited at
Langemark (see above) have plaques and
crosses which sometimes mark harrowing mass graves. Both the Americans
and Germans try to bring soldiers’ bodies
back home if they can.

A large number of the graves didn’t have
a name as they contained the body of a
soldier never identified and that made us
think: what must those men have gone
After this the bus carried on and reached through to become so disfigured and was that a boy who went to GGS had his
our first cemetery stop of the day. The mutilated that no one could recognise name inscribed upon the wall of bodies
cemetery was once an advanced medical them for who they really were?
that were never found. We were told
centre where the author of ‘In Flanders
that he fought in the Ypres battle and
Fields’, John McCrae, worked and fought. After this we boarded the bus, rather this really hit home for all of us how
His poem was inscribed upon a black subdued and pensive, and carried on our scary the combat must have been but it
piece of metal and the text had a bronze journey to Ypres and through the abso- also made us realise how massive the
finish. It was an extremely important lutely stunning Menin Gate. The gate sacrifices that all soldiers on both sides
moment when everyone realised that was designed by Reginald Blomfield to made for their cause.
the very ground they were standing on commemorate all of the soldiers who
was once trod upon by the author of one
Eventually we all made it back to Engof the most influential and famous poland, thankfully with no incidents and
ems of all time.
we’d all like to thank the History department for organising such a great trip.
As well as that, it was harrowing to see
our first WW1 graves up close for the
Seán Joseph 10S
first time. They were all identical, bar the
inscriptions, with a white stone finish
and an arced top. You can always identify a specific nation’s cemetery as they
each have their own tombstones and
were killed in the Ypres Salient. The interior of the gate is covered with inscriptions of soldiers’ names, thousands upon
thousands of them that curve around all
the walls and up the stairways to the
side. We carried on through the towering
gate and down one of the main streets in
Ypres to an absolutely fantastic Belgian
burial methods. For example, all British chocolate shop that had amazing chocoarmy tombstones are identical- no late and a very energetic salesman as
matter what your rank. The French use well. All of us walked away with somecrosses to mark their dead. German
thing or other and most of the chocolate
GGS Newsletter
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LICENCE TO KILL
On 12th November, Year 13 went to view
a production, along with sixth formers
from St John’s and St George’s, at the
Woodville Halls entitled ‘License to Kill.’
This production is a scheme run and supported by Kent Police, KCC, Kent Fire and
Rescue Service, Ambulance Service, and
Prison Service. The production has all
this support with the aim of exposing
young people to the worst case scenarios while driving and being a passenger
and getting them to think about what
can be done to avoid those situations,
now and in the future.
The production was around two hours
long and students saw the story of Jamie
and Leah, and Ahman and Jade on the
screen; two happy couples who experienced a road traffic accident in which
Ahman and Leah were killed due to the
careless driving of Jamie. Jamie killed his
soon-to-be-fiancé, his friend, and ended
up going to prison where he required
counselling for depression. Speaking to
GGS Head Boy Team’s very own Andy
Warner after this section, he said that it
was ‘as harrowing as it is thought provoking.’ Alongside this were speakers
from the fire service, ambulance service

and police who told of horrific road
traffic incidents that they had seen and
had to deal with. There was no mollycoddling, the servicemen and women
told their stories as they happened in
real life. One example was the Policewoman, Celia, who arrived at a scene
where a whole family had been killed
after their father had fallen asleep at the
wheel, and veered into the central reservation on the A2. The words which were
constantly repeated were, ‘you have a
licence to drive, not a licence to kill,’
which highlighted the stupidity and ignorance of some people our age who ruin
their lives and the lives of others with
their careless driving. The subjects of
drug and drink driving were touched
upon heavily as the primary cause of
death in traffic incidents in young drivers. In addition to this, the students
were spoken to by survivors of road
traffic accidents; one man who was a
star rugby player in his youth with a university degree and career in rugby ahead
of him, brain damaged for life due to
crashing his car into a barrier while
speeding. He had difficulty in speaking to
the students due to his condition, but he

tried his best to convey his warning to
the students – ‘don’t ruin your life like I
have, remember you have a licence to
drive, not a licence to kill.’
All this brought things very close to
home for the students; at the beginning
the students were joyful, by the end
there were some tears, and all were solemn and serious. The audience were
asked afterwards to fill out a survey
online in which 90 percent concluded
that they found the event useful, that it
would help them become a safer driver,
and that they are now more aware of
the consequences of not driving safely.
As most of Year 13 are already driving
this far into the academic year, and
there will be more who take to the
wheel in 2016, it was an enlightening,
albeit scary experience. As a driver myself I did not want to step into my car
afterwards. You can be safe in the
knowledge that the driving students of
GGS will be safe, if not safer, from now
on.

(a surprise to many of us) and prepared
ourselves for the three long days of
learning we had ahead of us.
On the Monday and Tuesday following,
we explored the various ecosystems that
Flatford Mill had to offer and we measured everything from the intensity of
light and its effect on the surface area of
leaves, to how differences of oxygen
concentration in water affected the
abundance of certain water species. We
used an array of sampling methods to
find out the answer to many of the questions we were presented with, such as
stratified sampling, random sampling
and even systematic sampling. Once we
had become very familiar with the sampling methods and the ecosystems, it
was time for us to think about our individual coursework and what we were
going to investigate and how we were
going to do it. I looked at how the
change in light intensity affected the
density of leaves per stem of stinging

nettles which, needless to say, was not
the easiest experiment to execute! Once
every student had decided on a question
to answer, the planning of the experiment then had to be done, which included thinking about the equipment that
would be needed and also the best way
to answer our various questions which
were all different with each student.
On the Wednesday, we carried out our
experiments in the rain, which took
many hours for some of us. However, I
think I can speak for the rest of the Biology students in saying that the few hours
in the rain was made worthwhile by the
results that we gathered and the fact
that each individual has a very unique
coursework question that we are now
answering in our write-ups.

Nicholas Burridge, 13UH1

BIOLOGY FIELD TRIP
During the October half term, Year 13
Biology students went on a four day trip
to Flatford Mill in East Bergholt, Suffolk,
in order to learn new methods of sampling and to begin our A2 coursework.
Flatford Mill is a Grade I listed watermill
that was built in 1733 that is now used as
a research facility and conducts numerous field studies, so as you can imagine,
the buildings weren’t exactly ideal if you
were on the tall side (one of our students
is 6’7”!). Our accommodation was in
‘Willy Lott’s House’ which still looks just
as it is depicted in John Constable’s famous painting, The Haywain.
On the Sunday when we arrived, we
were greeted by Tristan who was to be
our tutor for our short stay there. He was
very interesting, to say the least, and was
very knowledgeable regarding the various ecosystems that could be studied at
Flatford Mill. After being introduced to
the tight schedule of the next three days,
we then ate dinner which was delightful
GGS Newsletter

Bolaji George 13UF1
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ENTREPRENEUR LIVE

At the end of Term 1 50 students from Y10
and Y12 attended Entrepreneur Live in London. Students had the opportunity to meet
and hear from a variety of young entrepreneurs discussing how they set up their businesses and what they have learnt along the
way.
The event is always a popular one with students who get to see the theory they have
covered in lessons being applied in the real
world. The entrepreneurs came from a
range of backgrounds
and industries with
something for everyone.
Matt Roberts, inventor
and founder of Bean2Bed, shared his experience with managing overseas production of
his convertible bean bag/bed. Additionally

covering the most enjoyable
part of the process for him which was an
appearance on BBC’s Something for the
Weekend.
Lily Rice appeared on BBC3’s Be your own
Boss programme and gained the backing of
Richard Reed (founder of innocent smoothies). She has since gone on to launch her own
brand of women’s sportswear that has been
worn by a whole host of celebrities, from
Olympic athletes to super models and reality
TV stars. Her products have also been featured in Elle and Vogue as one of the top
upcoming brands.
There were also presentations from app producers who have developed a platform being
used by Zoopla (tripled their successful viewings) and other national businesses. Additionally the developer of a new storage solution
for the home discussed how he developed a
concept into a finished product that was due
to be released on the following Monday.
The experiences shared will be hugely helpful
for our students who should have gained an
understanding of how what they have learnt
in the classroom is being applied in the real
business world to make profit. Identifying
some of the pitfalls and difficulties experi-

enced by these entrepreneurs may also support them in their own entrepreneurial adventures.
Three students also got to pitch their idea for
a new healthy snack product to the entrepreneurs in an attempt to win a prize at the end
of the day. Unfortunately Strawbapple (™
pending) did not end up as the winning product but Tye Gardiner-Fricker, Jameel Ahmad
& Sahib Kalsi (all 10D) should be congratulated for showing the nerve to pitch their idea
to five entrepreneurs in front of about 400
students.

about the patterns, processes and management of migration. Some of the themes explored looked at the impetus migrants had to
move in the first place, the idea of perceived
improvements to living conditions, the impact
that social media has on these perceptions,
especially across international borders as well
as the issues of remittances and attachment
to areas. The connections between rural areas, cities and the links between families in a
new globalising world were of particular interest. Laura argued, Government denial or
lack of acceptance of the issue, was one of
the major barriers to solving some of these
complex issues.
The lecture provided a taster for University
life and hoped to inspire students to consider

University and particularly Geography or
other social sciences in the future. It also
helped students to question the world
around them, stretch their thinking above
and beyond their current level and become
critical enquiring Geographers that will be
responsible citizens for the future. Migration
is an issue that has a lot of media attention at
the moment and already discussions have
taken place in lessons about the issues of
Syrian Migration into Europe and how to
cope with this issue.

Comments from the day:
“I really enjoyed the trip, it has inspired me to
set up my own business” Ajay Kumar (10C)
“I didn’t realise that you could set up a business from any background if you have a good
idea and plan properly” Kanwar Sher Singh
Sandhu (10S)
“I thought the presentations from the entrepreneurs were excellent. They were really
passionate about their products” James Holland (10C)
JEP

GEOGRAPHY LECTURE
A minibus full of 6th form Geographers
attended the High Weald Geographical Association Lecture at the Judd School on Thursday 12th November whilst enduring Mr
Seath's choice of music on the journey.
The lecture was conducted by Dr Laura Hammond, Head of Development Studies Department at SOAS with a particular expertise in
Development and Migration, focusing on
areas of the world such as The Horn of Africa
and more recently, Somalia and the self declared independent state/ autonomous region of Somaliland.
The lecture - "Migrants on the Margins" detailed a three year research project supported by the RGS based across four Urban Cities
across the world that is asking questions

CJJ

YOUNG SPEAKERS’ COMPETITION
At the beginning of Term 2, the Business
Studies students of Year 9 started a project
which was named the Young Speaker’s Competition. Both classes worked to develop
speeches on one of three topics:
The voting age should be lowered to 16;
Setting up a business straight from school is
preferable to going on to higher education;
Immigration is beneficial to the UK and
should be encouraged.
We had to pick either for or against arguments with the aim of persuading the audience to agree with our point of view. We
submitted our written speeches to our teachers, Mr Pollard and Mrs Winnett, who marked
all the speeches and chose the best six from
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each class to enter the class semi-finals. Once
the three finalists from each class were chosen we split into groups to help edit and improve the speeches, taking on feedback from
our teachers and classmates on how to make
our arguments more persuasive and to adapt
our presentation style.
The final took place on Friday 11th of December 2015 in the lecture theatre, where we
were joined by special guest judge for the
day, Mr Fotheringham. It was really difficult
to stand in front of both classes and speak for
five minutes with only limited notes. All the
finalists did brilliantly (congratulations to
Dominic Bone 9T, Callum Outram, Lewis
Pitchell and Feran Abraham 9C Billy Pepper

and Israel Adeyeye 9H) and the speeches
were great with the 1st and 2nd competitors
only three points away from each other. You
may have guessed by now that I, Chris Garnett, won the prize which was a £20 gift card
voucher for Amazon.
It was great fun to take part and all the work
was worth it in the end.
Thanks to Mr Pollard and Mrs Winnet for
organising it!
Chris Garnett (9F)
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POETRY TRIALS COMPETITION
Five of GGS's literary geniuses have won top prizes in the National Poetry Trials competition. Joe Paternoster (11T), Sam Paternoster (8T), Jonathan Ogundiya (11T), Michael Scrivens (8T) and Preet Atwal (8T) have won prizes and honorary mentions for
their poetic contributions. Four poems are reproduced below.

Seizure
Hopeless. A puppet on strings.
Uncontrollable jolting. Jolting. Shaking,
shaking, muscles crumbling.
Movement, faces. In my bed, covers on the
floor.
Panicky voices, understanding no more.
I groan. I growl. I hiss and I howl.
Hoarse throat; then a noise from the deep.
A crackle in my chest, reverberations in my
mouth.
Heeeeerrrrghhhh, hooooouuuughhhh.
Heeeeerrrrghhhh, hooooouuuughhhh.
Sweat drips from me, an unwound tap.
My forehead is coated. It slips down my
face.
Dehydrated as I am, my lips are dry, a
crackly Sahara.
A juxtaposition of two environments, on
my lone head.
Lying down, I can’t get up. The one constant, a ceiling, as my body clambers from
left to right.
The faces I see, they attempt to stir me. I
feel a flannel on my head, cooling, calming.
I can hear them, shouting, shrieking.

“Wake up!” “Get up!” “Stop it!”
I open my mouth, response imminent.
But there is a net over my lips; no words
escape. I am a tongue without a voice, a
man out of control.
And then it stops.
The key enters the lock, and my body is
free. I cease shaking, I stop vibrating. I can
speak.
Acknowledgment turns to recognition.
Faces become names. Blacks and whites
become reds and blues and greens.
I am cradled by those who hold me most
dear.
My breathing slows, the haunting noise
gone.
Relieved though am I, comforted am I not.
Two years of hard work, vanquished in an
instant.
A condition, once deemed temporary, now
permanent.
My centre cannot hold. No longer will I be
in control.
Joe Paternoster
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MONSTER
He takes the challenge in his stride, swaggering into
the chamber like its breakfast.
Looking up at the challenge itself, and yawning, he
sinks into a plush chair.
The towering, scaly beast screeches, it does not like to
be ignored.
By such a small insect, who it could stamp on like a
cockroach.
Its snake like body tenses in anticipation.
Ready to strike, and strike it does.
He refrains from polishing his knife, aware he is being
watched.
So he leaves it alone, and appears dumb and careless.
His shorts billow from the gale outside the window.
A sports shirt bears his favourite soccer team, his
tactics smart like theirs.
He was taught by the best, and eventually surpassed
them.
No weaknesses apparent, no way to defeat him.
He is ready when it comes, in the shape of fangs.
He dodges swiftly, as though he had done it many
times before.
Swinging his knife at the legged-snake’s neck, the hide
protects but the hunting knife lodges.
The beast writhing, a second attack commences, and
concludes in a simple punch to stun.
Without his weapon, he is helpless.
So when the beast attacks, it might be the end.
At that moment, the knife falls.
He dodges to reach it, to wield it again.
He picks it up, in hopeful relief.
So for when it is torched by the creature’s breath,
It is a moment of sorrow.
And the final moment, to top them all.
Is the strangling of the snake, the snake-like monster…

Blood is red,
Coming from you,
Death is horrible,
And so are you.

Who wants to play death?
The world is a beautiful place full of wonder
Animals, Nature and Us
There is defiantly no need to fuss
As the world changes one may die another may be
born
And this raises a question can you be reborn?
And I just did exactly that
I made the impossible the possible
The unthinkable, thinkable
I am the unstoppable

Death sent an invite wanting me to join him
I did just what he asked despite knowing it was
going to be grim
He wore the blackest robes, the blackest mask and
held the most blackest staff with the most sharpest
blade
His was one man who would never fade He would
always be there somewhere lurking in the shadows
He is the man of all sorrows
He will take ones soul away
Make a shorter day
But’s his arrival is so sudden the pace of a gazelle
Makes your heart hammer like a drumstick on a
drum
We never know when this beast may come?
We wait for our final day and final hours
For the one with the cruellest powers
A clear white skull for a face and an added extra
creepy smile
He was never nice not even for a while.
Hallowe’en was fun when a child
But as years go pass it begins to turn wild
From candy and treats
To blood and gore
When met there was destined to be war
Though for you he may not come as early as some
But wait he can be anywhere so please do be
aware…
Preet Singh Atwal

Michael Scrivens

The Race
They say life is a race and we run
We run because of hope.
Though others are hope…less
We each live separate lives
Though we’re so similar on the outside.
But on the inside we’re unique.
At the end of the race is a cloaked man
Standing silently with his long sceptre
Ready to take us away.
And for what.. For running a race we didn’t
want to run
That’s it? Done. The race is done side by side
we fall
Whether were rich or poor, the race is done.
We’re equal.
Jonathan Ogundiya
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A CHRISTMAS CAROL
PERFORMED BY BOX CLEVER THEATRE
On Friday 13th November 2015, the
whole of Year 8 watched a performance
originally written by Charles Dickens. At
9:50 we entered the Main Hall, which we
were invited into by Jess and Charlie
singing in competition.
It could have been seen as somewhat
embarrassing themselves whilst they
were attempting to sing in a ‘cockney’
accent. During the first five minutes
Matt Lappin from 8C quoted “This, is
burning my soul.” You can infer whatever you want from that statement!
About 10 minutes into the performance
Jess and Charlie once again started singing what they wanted to call ‘ A Story’ no
it wasn’t the Charles Dickens performance yet it was a story about Rudolph.
Well, that made nearly everyone in the
hall laugh.
When they finally started the performance, these two young people crowded
around Scrooge (who was played by
John) asking for donations and followed
him, begging, until he shouted,
“Everyone that chooses to celebrate
Christmas should be boiled and boned.”.
They follow Scrooge and when Ebenezer
reached a certain point of distress, they
started singing “ Three Little Birds” originally performed by Bob Marley.

to make Scrooge believe in him by controlling him until he did. The play finally
started to become a spine-tingling tale.
Scrooge is petrified so Jess and Charlie,
the actors, start singing Silent Night.
Marley warns him about the three spirits
that will come to see him and so at the
last strike of 12 midnight, the first one
arrived. Scrooge tried to interact with
the children of Christmas past but gets
ignored, all the boys merry and joyful
going home for Christmas but leaving
one boy in the School: yes, Ebenezer
Scrooge. His father didn’t want him because his mother passed away giving
birth to Scrooge . He starts to cry and
makes up a lousy excuse that he wished
he had given the carol singers something. During the performance the actors
interacted with the audience by inviting
people onto the stage and onto their
feet to do ‘The Macarana’.
They travel to a closer past when
Scrooge’s wife leaves him because of his
changed nature, and he then goes to visit
Bob’s House. The family play ‘Guess
Who’ and Scrooge is described as a
greedy animal. Scrooge sees Tiny Tim
dead in a coffin.
Scrooge realises and helps Bob’s family
by giving them a pay rise and Tiny Tim
lives.
The acting in the performance was passionate and artistic and Scrooge the
manage to sing the song "SO THIS IS
CHRISTMAS".
This change was dramatic and emotional
and was well thought out. The change in
Scrooge’s character was astonishing and
dramatic.
Samuel El-Henawy 8C

When Ebenezer finally gets back into his
cold abode, he is offered a turkey sandwich by his servant, Bob, which Ebenezer
didn’t take too kindly to.
Scrooge started to be horrible to Bob
and when he enquired about a pay rise
to help his starving child, who was suffering from a weight-related disease,
Scrooge said it was nonsense and told
him to not ask for anything of the sort
again and that Bob was lucky to have a
job, (whilst referring to modern influences such as McDonalds and Aldi).
Jacob Marley, his late business partner,
has been watching Scrooge for the seven
years after he passed away. Jacob tried
GGS Newsletter

Christmas Carol Review
I watched the theatrical version of ‘A Christmas Carol,’ and in my opinion I believe it was
surprisingly good. The story is about a selfish
old man named Scrooge who never gives to
charity and keeps his money to himself. One
Christmas a ghost appears and tells Scrooge
that bad things will happen if he continues
how he is. The moral of the story is to be kind
because if you don’t it will affect your future.

many side characters. The last played the
Ghost of Christmas Present, a businessman,
Mr Fezziwig, the ghost of Marley and also
many side characters. Throughout the play
they included many people from the audience, such as students and teachers. This
gave the students the ability to connect with
the actors and to see how much courage you
need to have to be able to stand up on a
stage to sing, dance and act. The play has
aspects of a musical genre because of how
they used songs to set up an atmosphere for
the next scene, for example cheerful songs
were used to set an atmosphere for the
Christmas party and sad songs were used for
Scrooge's death. The actors didn’t have much
time to change costume for the next character so the actors just had to change costume
for the correct scene by putting on a jumper
or coat, for example Tiny Tim wore clothes
that a peasant would wear in those days and
Scrooge wore clothes which were depicted
what the wealthy wore. The non-verbal features were good. The actors were dancing at
points and they were using their hands to
express their emotion. At one point, Scrooge
used his hands to brace himself for what
might happen ,which explained he was scared
and signified that something shocking may
happen.
Overall in my opinion I believe the play was
incredible and I thank the people who were
able to make this possible. I rate this play
9/10 mainly on how great the non-verbal
features, emotions and text which was spoken in the play was. I would have given a
10/10 if the audience hadn’t been so loud at
various points and distracted me so I lost
track of the story!

Jim Williams 8C

The play was performed by three actors and
each actor was assigned many different parts.
One actor played the main character of
Scrooge, one played Bob, a businessman,
carol singer, the Ghost of Christmas Past and
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ALADDIN
Aladdin—synonymous with
Christmas pantos and more
so this year with GGS as our
chosen production. Auditions and then rehearsals
started back in September
and were heard coming
from ‘The Space’ on many
afternoons, long after the majority of
students had gone home. This was followed by frantic activity in the Hall—the
building of sets, lighting, gizmos for producing smoke, bangs and flashes and the
band pit all had to be organised for the
first performance.

Played to a small but very appreciative
audience, the first night was a great success. However, played to a matinee audience of 250 students and staff from
Whitehill Primary School, the excitement
and enjoyment was obvious. The audience booed, hissed, cheered and shout-

(Tejan Patel), Genie of the
Ring (Yemi Inbrahim-Igbo) and
Citizen (Tade Olaysian) all acquitted themselves very well,
gaining confidence with every
scene and should be proud of
their performances. Abanazar
and Aladdin displayed a very
accomplished sense of comic timing, the
Emperor showed a great stage presence
and the mature voice of Princess Jasmine
created real impact during the performances.
The cast were accompanied by the very
able School Band, led by Mr Annable
with Owen Excell (Guitar), Deniz Erdogan
(Piano), Chris Spurgeon (Bass), Amiran
Parameswaran (drums) and Arron Arunthavachelvam (drums and keyboard).
Behind the scenes, the technical, lighting
and costume crew worked very hard with
Mrs Davies to ensure that the right props
were in the right place at the right time
and that the right character was in the
right costume.

ed in all the right places (oh, yes they
did!) during the performance and were
entertained in the break by Nobby the
naughty panda, comically played by Louis
Sutherland, being chased by Sgt Ping
and PC Pong (Jackson Cochrane and Shay
Christie) with their equally comical uselessness! The sea of beaming faces leaving the Hall at the end of the performance showed just how much they had
enjoyed themselves.
The evening performance (including the
usual awful corny panto jokes) was enjoyed by a larger audience than the first
night and with enjoyment and eager participation as cast members settled down
into their roles.
Abanazar (Morgan
Lowe), Aladdin (Christopher Kelford),
Wishee Washee (Owen Glazier), Widow Well done to everyone involved!
Twankey (George Martin, or the Lady in
Red), the Emperor (Thomas Menasse), HJH
Princess Jasmine (Olivia Ashton, the only
female cast member), Genie of the Lamp

OUR TRIP TO THE GRAVESEND PANTOMIME
Years 4, 5 and 6 went on a special trip to the Gravesend Grammar School Pantomime. We had a lot of fun and enjoyed their
performance of Aladdin. Dezharney thought that their performance was even better than the pantomime in Woodville Halls
but they did copy some minor details from it. We all thought that they were great actors/actresses. Alice D’s favourite character was Wishy-Washy, Dezharney’s favourite character was Abanaza and Alice N’s favourite character was Widow Twankey
(Aladdin’s mum). The scene with the Swinging Axe looked very realistic. Naughty Nobby (the Panda) was very cheeky. Poor
Wishy-Washy, having to look after him all the time. One of the funny parts was when the emperor got arrested. Everything
was great but the part that they could have improved on was louder singing. But to sum it all up, we had a GREAT time and
want them to make a part 2! Well done Gravesend. Great Job!
Alice D, Alice N and Dezharney
Year 6, Whitehill Primary School

SENIOR MATHS CHALLENGE
On Wednesday 18th November Roshan Birdi (UC1), Karran Dulai (UH1), Nathan Wenban (UD3) and Tom Wade
(myself, UH3), accompanied by Mr. Pallant, represented
GGS at the regional round of the senior maths team challenge. We were pitted against 16 other local schools,
solving mathematical problems a bit different to the
ones we usually see, working as a team and in pairs
across 3 separate rounds. Having been slightly tripped
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up by a circle theorem question that even the Maths department still hasn’t figured out (there must be an error
in the question surely?), we finished in 8th position, our
best in the last few years - Caterham College will progress to the national finals.
Tom Wade
13 UH3
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Last July the Music Department descended again on the Yoghurt Rooms Studios
to create the fourth GGS School Album.
The album showcases the amount of
musical talent we have here at Gravesend Grammar School. All songs on the
album are written, played and produced
by the students themselves. CDs are only

£5 and are available from the Finance Office...

So go on and please buy one to show your support to music
here at Gravesend Grammar School.
GGS 1, 2 and 3 are still available!

TEENAGE BRAIN
On Thursday 19th October, along with many other parents, I attended a talk at the school on ‘Understanding the Teenage
Brain’. To be honest, I can’t say I relished the thought of it after a long day at work and my main concern was that I would be
able to stay awake. However, Dr Rosemary Taylor was an excellent speaker who gave a lecture that was both insightful and
entertaining. One of the most fascinating things for me was that it shed light on some of my own feelings and behaviour from
my teenage years that I thought would forever remain one of life’s mysteries. Dr Taylor gave advice and coping mechanisms
which are invaluable to any parent or carer of a teenage child and in my opinion, even primary school children. If the school
are able to book her again, I would thoroughly recommend reserving a seat.
Jacqueline McDermott (parent )

FORENSICS DAY AT CCCU
On 4th November I, along with 14
other students, went to Canterbury
Christ Church University for a trip
about forensic investigation. There
were two other schools along with
us.
First we were given a brief introduction into forensic investigation and
then we told about the case we
would be investigating. We were
then spilt into two groups with people from each school. There were a
total of four different workshops. The
first workshop for my group was on
fingerprints. This involved an explanation about what fingerprints are
and how a forensic investigator
would use and see them. We then
had a practical which involved finding
fingerprints and seeing if they
matched the set we’d been given.

Next, we went to the crime scene.
We were told to make notes and
consider possibilities of what might
have happened. The crime scene
room was small so only half of our
group was able to go in. While one
group inspected, the other half were
shown another thing they taught at
the university, a room that had been
burned and we were told about how
people studying a certain course
would need to learn about it.

caused.
For the final workshop we learned
about Forensic Chemistry. Although
there are many more uses for chemistry in forensic investigation (as with
biology), we learned about how to
identify whether ink in a pen at the
scene was the same ink on the note
at the scene or another pen.
After all of these workshops we regrouped and there was a quiz on our
findings. These ranged from simple
memory tasks to putting multiple
pieces of evidence together to reach
a final conclusion. There was a winning school and it was, of course,
Gravesend Grammar School!

Then we had the forensic biology
workshop. This was where we
learned about blood splatters. We
were told about the different ways
blood splatters and how each type
was most likely to have been caused.
We were then shown two t-shirts Ross Holmes 8T
with blood stains on them and had to
decide how we thought they were

MATHS CHALLENGE
This square has
sides of 24 cm
and is divided
into these four
congruent
chunks:
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These chunks are
then rearranged
to form this larger square—the
square in the
middle has a side
length of 10 cm.

What is the length of each side of the
larger square created?
Answer on back page
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BLOOD BROTHERS REVIEW
Blood Brothers battle ‘til the
bloody end
Have you ever heard the story of two
brothers who become best friends
without knowing that they are related? Have you ever heard the story of
two brothers who are reunited and
die on the self-same day? Have you
ever heard the tale of the Johnstone
twins?
Have you ever experienced so much
tension that you jump out of your
seat and share emotions with
strangers sitting next to you?
Thursday 24th September 2015; Year
9 students were in the audience to
see Willy Russell's Blood Brothers at
the Marlowe theatre, Canterbury.
The theatre itself was extraordinary,

atmospheric and special. We sat in
anticipation, waiting for the opening
prologue from the narrator, Marti
Pellow.

Fourteen years later, the brothers
meet again on the same estate they
grew up on. It’s the 1980s and times
are tough. With a family to provide
for and having recently been reMrs Johnstone is a single mother, leased from jail, Mickey Johnstone is
struggling to keep her growing fami- struggling to keep going. Can Edly, including twin boys, together after ward, his brother at birth, help
her lousy husband walked out on
them. So when rich, stay-at-home him, or will his interference only
wife, Jennifer Lyons is trying and fail- make matters worse?
ing to have a baby of her own, an evil
This authentic and realistic play is an
but practical plan is born.
insight into the struggles that many
people faced during the 1980s. This
Fast forward a few years and the
play about superstitions and deceptwins meet in the streets, quickly
tion has become a West End masterbecoming best friends. When the
piece; for reasons that can only beguilty mothers find out about their
come clear when you have seen the
secret friendship the tension beplay for yourself.
tween the two households rises and
the two boys are separated again.

Lukey Hunt 9H

MOVEMBER
Movember 2015, the seventh annual
GGS Movember, has come to a cleanshaven conclusion. This year staff and
students raised a mighty £1131 for
the Movember charity, through a nonuniform day and staff-fundraising.

charity. That first year involved thirty 'mo
-bros' and was so popular that in 2004
the friends formed a registered company, began linking themselves to men's
health charity and began spreading the
word of the mo! 2006 saw the charity
spread to New Zealand and by 2007
This money will be used by
there were moustaches sprouting all
the Movember charity to fund projects
over the world. Since those early days
and research around men's health issues,
nearly five million mo-bros and mo-sistas
including research and awareness prohave raised more than £402 000 000 for
grammes focusing on issues such as tesmen's health research and associated
ticular cancer, prostate cancer and mencharities.
2015 Moustache of the year winner was
tal health issues.
the hirsute Mr Emlyn Rees.
Gravesend Grammar School signed up
The key focus for Movember 2015 was
with the Movember charity in 2009.
Thank-you for you generosity!
on promoting physical activity and
Since then we have organised staff
getting men moustached and moving.
PS: It's not too late to donate. If you
moustache competitions each year, held
This year saw the creation of the
would like to add to our overall total or
assemblies during Movember that disMovember Move project, which chaljust learn more about the Movember
cuss the charity and men's health issues,
lenged Mo-bros around the world to
charity and men's health, please check
taught Movember themed lessons in
take part in sponsored exercise activities
out our webpage at: http://moteam.co/
PSHE and held non-uniform days to raise
throughout the month of Movember.
team-ggs
money for the charity. Since that
The Movember organisation has also
first Movember at Gravesend Grammar JCM
been funding the GAP4 research project,
School in 2009, staff and students have
which is exploring the health benefits of
raised around £10000 for Movember.
regular exercise for men with cancer.
While the number of moustaches was
The Movember charity was born in Meldown over previous years, the quality
bourne, Australia in 2003. A group of
was of a particularly high standard and
friends asked two vital questions: Where
there were some spectacular moustachhad all the moustaches gone and how
es on display throughout the month. The
could they use the mo to raise money for
GGS Newsletter
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HOUSE CROSS COUNTRY 2015
All students in Years 7 – 11 took part in
the Annual House X-Country event at the
end of Term 1. The event was run during
Games lessons with places decided on
Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

times across all the races. All the races
were very competitive and that led to
some very fast times with the distance
covered as follows; Year 7 = 2.2km, Year

Time
10.39
11.05
11.12
11.17
11.22
11.27
11.28
11.35
11.49
11.52

YEAR 7
Name
JORDAN-HUNTER Luke
NOCTOR Oliver
POLLARD Alex
BARNES Joshua
EMERY Toby
ODUGBILE Peter
ADEPEGBA Oreofe
RAHEEM Habeeb
JOHNSON Toluwani
DICKINSON Oliver

Form
DOWNS
TOWN
HILL
CLIFF
FLEET
CLIFF
SCHOOL
TOWN
HILL
DOWNS

Time
14.35
14.45
14.45
15.12
15.12
15.19
15.43
16.14
16.18
16.31

YEAR 8
Name
SANDS Danny
SYRED Jack
ZALEWSKI Marcel
PIRALIC Denis
SOOR Niam
DONOVAN Callum
BLOOMFIELD Cameron
PEDRO James
VIRDEE Zakk
BOWLER Henry

Form
HILL
FLEET
FLEET
FLEET
HILL
HILL
SCHOOL
FLEET
TOWN
SCHOOL

8/9 = 3.3km and Year 10/11 = 4.4km.
Below are the top 10 finishers for each
year group and the overall standings.
SAB
YEAR 7 FINAL STANDINGS
Place
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Points
1905
1936
1979
2330
2364
2689

House
HILL
DOWNS
SCHOOL
CLIFF
TOWN
FLEET

YEAR 8 FINAL STANDINGS
Place
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Points
960
1113
1367
1521
1744
2241

House
HILL
SCHOOL
FLEET
TOWN
CLIFF
DOWNS

YEAR 9
Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Time
13.38
13.5
13.52
13.58
14.05
14.06
14.11
14.23
14.38
14.41

Name
ANDREWS Zach
PERKINS Oliver
DUFFY Harvey
PITCHELL Lewis
ANGELL James
KINNEAR Duncan
TURNER Marc
DE GRUCHY Ewan
CHARLWOOD Max
RICKARD Mason

Form
FLEET
FLEET
SCHOOL
CLIFF
CLIFF
SCHOOL
CLIFF
TOWN
FLEET
SCHOOL

Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Time
16.21
16.31
16.41
16.45
16.5
16.59
17.18
17.2
17.25
17.5

YEAR 10
Name
JONES Samuel
MASON Sam
WARREN Ned
POLLARD Luke
KEEN Robbie
RUNTING Thomas
FORD Stan
MACFARLANE Jamie
GERMAN Dominic
COLLIER Scott

Form
DOWNS
DOWNS
FLEET
HILL
DOWNS
FLEET
CLIFF
DOWNS
FLEET
FLEET

YEAR 9 FINAL STANDINGS
Place
Points
House
1st
1033
SCHOOL
2nd
1376
CLIFF
3rd
1532
FLEET
4th
1544
DOWNS
5th
1624
HILL
6th
1768
TOWN

YEAR 10 FINAL STANDINGS
Place
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Points
1273
1291
1390
1521
1600
1754

House
FLEET
HILL
DOWNS
SCHOOL
TOWN
CLIFF

YEAR 11
Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
GGS Newsletter

Time
14.35
15.48
15.49
16.2
16.37
17.04
17.08
17.14
17.2
17.34

Name
MITCHIE Luke
KRAWCZAK Michal
JUTTE Balraj
OGBE Tsema
BAKER Oliver
KINGDON Harry
PATERNOSTER Joe
BENSON Reagan
LALL Manveer
BLACKER Felix

Form
CLIFF
HILL
HILL
CLIFF
DOWNS
SCHOOL
TOWN
CLIFF
SCHOOL
TOWN

YEAR 11 FINAL STANDINGS
Place
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Opportunity and Challenge in a Caring Environment

Points
439
491
578
660
745

House
DOWNS
SCHOOL
CLIFF
HILL
TOWN
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DISTRICT CROSS-COUNTRY
there was a 10m steep incline which
caused difficulty with runners losing
their footing tripping over each other.
The next obstacle was a small wooded
area with a narrow path running
through; this made overtaking impossible and many runners again had difficulty with the exposed tree roots.
The incentive for each race was the fact
that the top eight individual runners
would make the District team. In the
The first of this season’s cross-country
Year 7 race, Joshua Barns came 6th and
race was held at the Leigh Academy on a
Toby Emery just missed out on a District
cold windy afternoon.
place by coming a close 9th place. The
The course, set out around the school
GGS squad comprising five runners came
field, was surprisingly challenging as
3rd in the overall standing.

The Year 8/9 race with Harvey Duffy finishing 5th, Zack Andrews just missing out
on a District Place 9th and Oliver Perkins
11th. The squad of five runners came 3rd
overall.
The most successful team performance
was the Y10/Y11 team. They came 1st
overall with Luke Mitchie 2nd, Michal
Krawczak 4th and Sam Jones 8th, all making the District team.
All runners battled hard, fought the conditions, and were a credit to the School.
Bring on the next race at Swanley Park!
SET

DISTRICT CROSS-COUNTRY—FRIDAY, 27TH NOVEMBER
Our team arrived at a cold, windy and
wet Swanley Park, fresh from a good
performance in the first District event at
the Leigh Academy.

heavy cold, dragged himself into school
to compete and did his best throughout.
Sadly the cold got the better of him and
he was unable to finish. However he has
already qualified for the District team,
The course was very different, very chalwhich is a fantastic performance.
lenging, with two very large hill climbs!
The year 7's were first and our team of 5 Our Year 9 team was severely depleted
lined up ready to go. The race was hard at the last minute and we were left with
fought with Dartford GS leading the way. only Harvey Duffy (9S) and Oliver Perkins
However our students held on and (9F). Both ran well over the 3 laps with
pushed hard throughout. All of our run- Harvey finishing 6th and Oliver finishing
ners improved on their previous perfor- 13th. This was another good performance with Toby Emery (7F) finishing mance from the School.
5th, Luke Jordan-Hunter (7D), 9th, Oliver
The final race of the day was the year 11
Noctor (7T), 13th and Alex Pollard (7H),
race with Luke Mitchie (11C) our sole
22nd. I would like to make special menrepresentative. Luke acquitted himself
tion to Josh Barnes (7C), who despite a
CONGRATULATIONS TO the
following students have been
selected for the Dartford and
Gravesham District X-Country
team to compete in the Kent

Schools Championships on
Saturday 23rd January.
Year 7
Josh Barnes (7C)
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Overall it was a great set of performances from our students, who were a credit
to themselves and the school.
SAB

Toby Emery (7F)
Luke Jordan-Hunter (7D)
Year 8/9
Harvey Duffy (9S)
Zach Andrews (9F)

against a strong Rochester Maths side in
both the Kent and National Cup, narrowly losing out in both games. Dartford
We have had a mixed year so far winning Grammar School as always proved a
seven games and losing six. The U15 age tough fixture and some rather large boys
group is the first year to really start to
made the difference on the day. We
bridge the gap between junior and sen- played some excellent rugby, using the
ior rugby. Both myself and Mr Guck real- ball well and playing with width, despite
ly feel that the squad are listening and
being put on one of the smallest pitches I
learning and therefore becoming a much have ever seen.
more sophisticated team. This can only
Good wins have come against Kent Colbe a good thing and bodes well for the
lege, Kings Rochester, Oakwood Park GS
jump to Senior rugby next year.
and Wilmington GS were a brand of exThe boys have played with a lot of enthu- pansive rugby has prevailed, with lots of
siasm and drive. They competed well
tries scored. In total we have scored 32

U15 RUGBY

well and ran strongly
throughout. He managed to finish 2nd,
behind one of the
strongest runners I
have seen. This was
the second event in
a row Luke has finished 2nd but this
time he beat the victor, a County runner,
from the event at Leigh Academy.

Year 10/11
Luke Mitchie (11C)
Michal Krawczak (11H)
Sam Jones (11D)

tries in 13 matches, with Zac Filmer leading the way with 11 tries and 13 conversions.
Lots of the squad have impressed with
their development this year, but some
stand out performances have come
from; Harry Crush and Sam Arnott in the
second row, Ethan Williams on the wing
and Oli Hiskett's constant noise. I hope
the whole squad continue to go from
strength to strength and finish the season strongly. In the new year we have
fixtures against Wallington County GS, St
Olave’s and Simon Langton.
SAB
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GRAVESEND GRAMMAR SCHOOL RUGBY—RESULTS
SATURDAY
12th September
19th September
26th September
3rd October
10th October
17th October
7th November
21st November
28th November
5th December
12th December
Mid Week
2nd September
3rd September
16th September
23rd September
6th October
17th October
8th October
18th November
2nd December
16th December
National / Kent Cup

District Cup

OPPOSITION
Kings Rochester
Wilmington Grammar
Kent College
Robert Clack
Chatham House
Dartford Grammar
Beths Grammar
Maidstone Grammar
Training Week
Rochester Maths
Chis and Sid
OPPOSITION
Colfes
Colfes
St Dunstan’s
Wilmington Grammar
Oakwood Park
Wilmington Grammar
Oakwood Park
Beths
Robert Clack
Robert Clack
OPPOSITION
The Howard School
Rochester Maths
Dartford Grammar
Rochester Maths
Maidstone Grammar
St Dunstan’s
Colfes
Langley Park
OPPOSITION
St Georges’
St George’s
NTC
St George’s
Greenace
St John’s

1st XV
2nd XV
W43 - 3

U16

U15a
U14a
U13A /B
U12A / B
W 46 - 0 W 31 - 5
L28 - 21
W 48-0
L54-29
W 42- 25
W60 - 5 W 22-10
W31 - 0
W20-10 W12-10 W38 - 36
L 32 - 7
W52-17 W25-0
L20 - 15 W 36 -14
L47 - 5 W 31 - 17
W34 - 0
L 41 -0
L 31 - 12
L36 - 12
L47 - 7
L32- 28
W/O
W/O
L 27 - 15
W22 -19
W26-5 / L20-5
MGS
P-P
P-P
L47 - 5
L15-12 / L 22- 15
GGS
GGS
GGS
GGS
GGS
GGS
RMS
RMS
RMS
GGS
GGS
GGS A and B
GGS
GGS
n/a
GGS
GGS
CSG A and B
CSG A and B
1st XV
2nd XV
U16
U15a
U14a
U13a
U12a
L 38 - 0
W21 - 17
W 30 - 10 W 21 - 18
L16 - 10
W 19 - 10
W33 -12

W57 - 5
L26-25
W 33- 15
L 15 - 12
GGS
RCS
1st XV

TBC

2nd XV

U16

U15a
W/O
L 12 - 7

U14a

U13a

U12a

U13a

U12a

L47 - 22
L26 - 7
W 64 - 17
W10 - 7
L24 - 5
1st XV

2nd XV

U16

U15a

L 33-15
U14a
W 20 - 6

W 45 - 5
W24-20
W57 -13
W31 - 5
W42 - 10

RUGBY
Summary of the GGS season so far…..
With six games played so far this season GGS
XV have won three and lost three. Our season
kick-started with a hard away game to Colfes
which was, perhaps, a wake-up call for some
to show how tough this season could prove
to be. However, since that day there has
been a bit of a regroup, decisively winning
against Wilmington, Kings Rochester and St
George’s whilst narrowing losing to St Dunstan’s and putting in an excellent performance against, our rivals, Dartford.
After Robbie Daniels (me) suffered an injury
in the first game, the team has been captained superbly by Nirees
Kanaharajah, who has led from the front in
each and every game. Other senior players
have also proved their worth, notably, Henry
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Menage and Jono O’Connell orchestrating
midfield with Callum Smith and James Palmer
keeping the wings tidy. We also have seen
several, slightly newer, editions to our squad
who are cementing their place. Ben Oram
and Josh Filmer have been devastating in the
pack, whilst Hugh Bryant has been tearing
defences to shreds, scoring a host of tries.
Finally Harry Nash, one of the youngest members of the squad, has stepped up to earn his
place in the starting XV by putting in some
impressing performances.

have been excellent this year, setting up several tries. Another area of our game that has
been strong is our defence, encouraged to be
aggressive in this department our line speed
(especially in the backline) has been sharp,
putting massive pressure on the opposition.
We hope to reflect the coaches’ work by continuing to improve and get the results we
want. This will hopefully start with a win in
our upcoming Natwest fixture against St Dunstan’s.

Robert Daniels
Our coaching team of Mr Cutting, Mr Gray 13UD1
and Mr Powell have been putting in a shift to
continue to develop this squad and we are
seeing the results as our performances are
getting better and better. Our lineouts (which
I keep going on about in the match reports)
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1ST XI FOOTBALL—NATIONAL CUP
Sandwich Academy 1 - 2 Gravesend Academy applied some pressure. A dubiGrammar School
ous free kick, led to an even more dubious challenge on our goalkeeper, Connor
After a overly long journey, thanks to me
Roberts and all of a sudden we were 1 missing a turning we arrived at a bitterly
0 down. No sooner than they scored, the
cold 3G pitch in Sandwich. The boys
half time whistle was blown.
jumped out of the bus, complained
about the cold but then quickly got into
It gave us an opportunity to re-group
their warm up.
and gather ourselves for the second half
challenge. Once again we played well,
We were greeted by a team/squad in
but Sandwich began to come more into
top to toe Chelsea 'stash' and it was then
the game. A few chances were missed by
we found out that the opposition are a
them, but this was a result of pressure
satellite school for Chelsea FC. I exfrom our defence and some really good
plained to the team that a kit means
goalkeeping from Connor. With 20
nothing and not to worry. 45 minutes
minutes to go we broke, swept down the
each way was agreed, with a draw reright hand side and a ball was played
sulting in penalties.
into Dan Sparkes, who calmly volleyed
the ball passed the hapless Sandwich
So we kicked off and it very quickly beAcademy keeper. Our tails were now up
came apparent that the kit did not really
and we pressed for the winner but Sandmatter and we quickly asserted our
wich kept coming back at us. Attacks
dominance. It was one way traffic, which
became more frantic from the opposiled to us hitting the bar from an exceltion but the back four of Reuben Sherlent free kick by Malik Thomas and two
gill, Jack Beatty, Sam Fairweather-Oates
golden chances spurned by Max Taylor.
and Luke Walker were superb. With 10
Despite this, Max worked superbly hard
minutes to go and just before we were
to create those chances. As the half
going to make some tactical changes to
went on we started to tire and Sandwich
go for the win Flo Nurendeen bundled

the ball over the line to take the score to
2 -1!
The last moments of the game were a
tight affair but we never looked in too
much trouble before a clean break by
Sandwich led to a nicely placed lob dropping just over the cross bar. The whole
team and subs let out a sigh of relief and
knuckled down for the last seconds. The
final whistle went and celebrations began!
It was a fantastic squad performance
and all the boys were an absolute credit
to the school.
We now advance to the 5th round (there
are 9 rounds in total) and take on Bede's
Senior School, from South East Sussex.
This is a fantastic achievement which
places us in the top 32 schools in the
country.
SAB

TERM DATES FOR NEXT ACADEMIC YEAR 2016—2017

Finishes:

Monday, 5th September 2016
Year 12/13 Transition Day
Year 7 Familiarisation Day
Tuesday, 6th September 2016 – Teaching starts for whole School
Friday, 21st October 2016

Term 2

Starts:
Finishes:

Monday, 31st October 2016
Wednesday, 21st December 2016

Term 3

Starts:
Finishes:

Tuesday, 3rd January 2017
Thursday, 9th February 2017

Term 4

Starts:
Finishes:

Monday, 20th February 2017
Tuesday, 4th April 2017

Term 5

Starts:
Finishes:

Tuesday, 18th April 2017
Friday, 26th May 2017

Term 6

Starts:
Finishes:

Monday, 5th June 2017
Friday, 14th July 2017

Term 1

GGS Newsletter

Starts:
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
ACADEMIC YEAR 2015—2016
Friday, 18th December
Monday, 4th January
Friday, 8th January
Thursday, 14th January
Friday, 15th January—Saturday, 16th January
Thursday, 21st January
Tuesday, 26th January
Wednesday, 27th January
Friday, 29th January
Thursday, 4th—6th February
Monday, 8th February
Tuesday, 9th February
Wednesday, 10th February
Thursday, 11th February
Saturday, 13th February—Sunday, 21st February
Friday, 12th February—Thursday, 18th February
Monday, 22nd February

Tuesday, 23rd February
Friday, 26th February—Sunday, 28th February
Tuesday, 1st March
Thursday, 3rd March
Saturday, 5th March
Wednesday, 9th March
Monday, 14th March

LAST DAY OF TERM 2
START OF TERM 3 (WEEK 2)
Big Gig I
Year 12 Consultation 15:30—18:00
Year 12 CERN trip
Year 11 Sixth Form Information Evening
Year 12 Higher Education Evening
Year 11 Consultation (15:30—18:00)
Quiz Night for China
Geography Field Trip
Romeo & Juliet Theatre
Y8 Jack the Ripper Walking Tour (evening)
Y8 Options Evening
LAST DAY OF TERM 3
Ski Trip to Italy
Trip to Rome
START OF TERM 4 (WEEK 2)
Y11 Trial Exam Week
Y10 DTP/Men ACWY Vaccinations
Y10 Consultation (15:30—18:00)
Y10 DTP/Men ACWY Vaccinations
PE Residential
Y8 Consultation (1) (15:30—18:00) (C/D/H)
Big Gig II
House Rugby
Y8 Consultation (2) (15:30—18:00) (F/S/T)
Year 8 Options Due

PTA NEWS

At the time of writing the sale of Christmas Prize Draw tickets looks very
healthy. With the fading popularity of
The School PTA committee would like to the lower school discos the prize draw
wish all the parents, children and staff a has become the main PTA fund raising
Happy Christmas. We hope you manage event. We thank everyone who has
to relax and spend time with your loved bought tickets and we hope you manage
ones. We also recognise that some of
to win the top prize.
you will be working over Christmas so
we hope you manage to find some time Once school starts in the new year we
to spend with your families.
will see most of you at the consultation

evenings, drama events and then running up to the Summer Festival and Barbecue. If you feel you can help with our
PTA fundraising and want to come
along, we will next meet on January 4th
at 7pm.
Feel free to contact us at
pta@gravesendgrammar.eu
PTA Committee

250 CLUB
1st - £179.43 - No 313 - Member since
2009
2nd - £97.88 - No 325 - Member since
2010
3rd - £48.94 - No 255 - Member since
2014

2009 with 1 previous win
Numbers for November were ;
1st 193 2nd 60 3rd 2

names I would appreciate if you could
forward my email to them or give them
the really easy email address of
ggs250club@hotmail.com I do have
more details - (first names, child's name
etc) if you wished to contact me first to
clarify details.
Thank you for continuing to support the
250 Club.

I am hoping someone may be able to
help me with locating a couple of other
members of the 250 Club so I can conThe winning numbers for October 2015 were:
tact them about their membership. The
1st - £179.43 - No 103 - Member
surnames I am looking for are Harden
since 2011 with 1 previous win
and Singh. If anyone is aware of friends Claire Holmes
2nd - £97.88 - No 291 - Member since
with students at GGS who may be part of 250 Club Coordinator
2014
the 250 and have either of these sur3rd - £48.94 - No 314 - Member since
GGS Newsletter
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MATHS CHALLENGE
Solution: 26 cm

The winning numbers for September were:

